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YANNIG LE ROUX IS 
APPOINTED DIRECTOR 
AT KEPLER.

PARIS OFFICE



KEPLER, a consulting firm 
specialized in end-to-end 
operational performance, 
has appointed Yannig  
LE ROUX as Director.

«We are entering a crucial period for our customers with many challenges to overcome.          
I am particularly pleased with Yannig’s contribution, both with operations and consultancy, 
which is essential today to help our customers get through this period with a peaceful 
mind. His knowledge and ‘field’ experience will support KEPLER’s strong growth, particularly 

in the cosmetics, agrifood and consumer goods industries.»

Lionel Muller, President

VERBATIM

Engineer graduated from Mines Paris – PSL and 
CSCP certified by APICS, Yannig LE ROUX has 
been working for 18 years in the industry before 
turning to consulting and joining KEPLER in 2019.

Yannig began his career by occupying, over 
a 10 years+ period, operational positions in 
the Production, Procurement and Product 
Development fields, in France first and in abroad 
countries. 

Then he spent the 8 following years building a solid 
experience in the FMCG Industry, holding positions 
of Packaging Procurement Management and 
Production and Engineering Management.

Yannig has a 360° vision of industrial challenges and works on global diagnostics 
and transformation plans. 

His operational expertise thus strengthens KEPLER in 4 of the firm’s 5 expertises: 
Operations, Innovation, Procurement and Supply Chain, along with his deep 
knowledge of the FMCG industry.
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OUR OFFICES

     EUROPE 
PRESS CONTACT KEPLER
32 boulevard Haussmann
75009 Paris – France
info@kepler-consulting.com
Tel.: + 33 (0)1 44 75 05 35

     CHINA
Room 319, 2F, No.135 Yanping Road,
Jing’An District, Shanghai, 200042, China
china@kepler-consulting.cn
Tel.: + 86 (0)21 38 75 10 85

     USA
159 N. Sangamon Street
Chicago, IL 60607-2201 USA
usa@kepler-consulting.com
Tél : +1 (312) 371 6198

     INDIA
#312, DBS Center, 31A,
Cathedral Road - Nungambakkam,
Chennai – 600034 - India
india@kepler-consulting.com
Tel.: + 91 (0) 44 40 50 92 00

ABOUT KEPLER

KEPLER is a consulting firm specializing in the sustainable 
optimization of operating margin and efficiency, with 5 
expertises of excellence: Innovation, Procurement, Supply 
Chain, Operations and Sales & Marketing. Founded in 
2007, KEPLER now employs about 90 coworkers spread 
over 4 offices (Paris, Chennai, Shanghai, Chicago), and a 
network of partners in more than 15 countries.

KEPLER operates mainly in industrial sectors (automotive, 
railway, aeronautics, consumer goods), and agri-food, 
energy, health, cosmetics, luxury and retailing sectors.

With its result-oriented field approach, KEPLER deals with 
the issues of large French and Anglo-Saxon companies, 
but also mid-sized companies and investment funds.

In 2022, KEPLER is referenced as one of the best consulting 
firms in the world (latest Forbes ranking)
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Our website:  
https://kepler-consulting.com

https://www.forbes.com/companies/kepler-consulting/?list=worlds-best-management-consulting-firms&amp;sh=d9513ba517ae&sh=1a1de1c6517a
https://kepler-consulting.com/en/

